
Halakha

Why Mi “K”amokha and Not

“Kha”mokha?

When saying the Shirath Hayyam (Az
Yashir Moshe), one must be particular to say all
the words correctly, the way they are written,
and with the Ta'amim (cantillation notes). Some
words deliberately do not follow the grammatical
rules because we are concerned that they may
be misunderstood.

For example, one must say the phrase,
Mi Kamokha Nedar Baqqodesh (Who is like You,
mighty in holiness) with a Kaf and not a Khaf in
the word Kamokha. In truth, grammatically
speaking, Khamokha would be more correct,
however, since G-d's name precedes this phrase
we are particular that it should not sound like
Hashem Mikha, Heaven forbid. Mikha was the
one who was responsible for the deed of the
golden calf, and this would hint at idolatry,
Heaven forbid. Even though there is another
place where we have G-d's name followed by Mi
Khamokha, that case is different because it was
not said at the sea and has no connection with
Mikha.

Similarly, we have to be particular to say
Yiddemu Ka-aben (may they be still as stone)
and not Kha-aben, because we do not want it to
sound like Yiddemukha Aben (You will be likened
to a stone), Heaven forbid.

(See Kaf Ha¥ayyim, 51, Oth 38)

Parashah

¡uqqath: Bread & Water and the Written &

Oral Torah

When Miriam the Prophetess died, the water supply,

which was the Be-er Miriam (Miriam's well), which followed

Bene Yisrael (the Children of Israel) throughout the

wilderness, ceased to exist. Midrash Tan¥uma tells us that

Bene Yisrael were willing to accept the written Torah but not

the Oral Law.

The Torah is referred to as both bread and water. The

written Torah is the bread and the Oral Law is the water. Man

cannot live by bread alone (Debarim 8:3) but requires water

also. The water aids with the digestion of the bread and

brings out its good taste. Similarly, the Oral Law

complements the written Torah and helps bring out its "taste"

with additional knowledge and insights.

The bread that Bene Yisrael merited to receive in the

wilderness was the Man (manna) which descended from

Heaven. Despite its wondrous qualities Bene Yisrael still

thirsted after water. By depriving them of water, G-d made

them realize that just as both bread and water are required to

survive, so too both the written and oral Torah were required

to give us life in this world and the world to come.

(See Alshikh on the Torah, Parashath ¡uqqath) 
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Are Eggs Cooked on the Lid of a Pot of Meat Considered like Meat?

Some have the custom of roasting eggs on the lid of a pot containing meat, for Shabbath. The question

is whether these eggs that were roasted on the pot are considered to be like meat, requiring one to wait six

hours before eating dairy, or whether one can eat dairy after them.

It says in Ben Ish ¡ai that eggs that were placed on the lid of a pot containing meat for Shabbath, where

the eggs were placed around the lid (on the lid itself), in order to cook through the heat of the pot that was on

the fire, do not require one to wait six hours. In fact, one does not even need to wash one's hands and mouth

in between. However, one who does so will be blessed.

(See Ben Ish ¡ai, 2nd year, Parashath Shela¥ Lekha, Oth 13)
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Rising for the Elderly and Torah Scholars

The Torah commands us to rise for someone who is elderly, defined as seventy years old or above, as well

as someone who is a Torah Scholar. Women are also included in this Mi£wah of standing for the elderly or Torah

Scholars.

Even if the elderly person is an 'Am Ha-are£, lacking in Torah knowledge, we still have to rise for him

provided he is not wicked. However, someone who is known not to pray daily and not to wear Tefillin, is not

included in this requirement and we do not need to stand for him.

We mentioned above that the definition of an elderly person is one who is seventy and above. However,

according to Rabbenu the Ari, z"l, you must rise for someone who is sixty and above, and we should be concerned

about this opinion.

(See Ben Ish ¡ai, Shana Beh, Parashath Ki The£ei, Oth Yod Beh)



Women’s Corner - by Rabbanith Ruth Menashe 'a"h

More Haste, less Speed, Part 2

In explaining the difference between Zerizuth (quickness), which is praiseworthy, and haste or rashness,
which is improper, Hakham Yosef Hayyim, ‘a”h, speaks about two women. One of them always finished her
Shabbath preparations in adequate time before Shabbath started. The second always had to frantically rush to
complete her cooking and other tasks, and start Shabbath at the last possible moment.

When the husband of the first wife asked the husband of the second, why it was that his wife was
always ready early, yet the other man’s wife was always late, the husband of the late wife answered as follows.
He said that there was no difference if the Friday was short or long, the length of the day was irrelevant. She
always left things for the last moment and was always running late, irrespective of how much time she had
available.

The moral of the story is that one might see someone who is working fast and frantically, and one might
mistakenly think that he or she is very diligent and efficient. In fact, it could well be that the rush that one
witnesses is a direct result of laziness, which is the opposite of the desired trait of Zerizuth. We must be very
particular to value our time throughout the week, and especially on Friday, so that our work is completed
calmly and let us not fall into the trap of being like the woman in our story.

(See Laws for women (Huqqei HaNashim, ch. 38)
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